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INNOVAX S.r.l., founded in 2003, is specialized in the manufacturing of composite panels 
made of an internal support (pvc, polymer, chipboard) on which the finishing requested by the 
customer according to a specific structural/aesthetical result are applied.
The external finished can be in hpl, laminate, glazed aluminium, acrylic foil, cut wood, etc... .



The coupling between materials and support is obtained using the pressing technology with 
polyurethanic hot glue. This system guarantees a quick realization and it grants also the 
resistance of thr product to all the stresses that the finished product will undergo. INNOVAX, 
thanks to the (med) glue certification, is also to satisfy all the enquiries regarding the production 
of panels for naval and rail furniture.

The company produces panels up to 4000mm x 1250mm with thicknesess that vary between 
5mm to 100mm (compatibly on the availability of raw materials).



Applications.
INNOVAX composite panels are used in:
- internal furnishing (table tops, doors, wall units, shelves for furniture and shops)
- bathroom furnishing (upper parts, plates and walls for shower box, bath-tub coverings)
- sauna and turkish bath furniture elements
- naval furniture, structure coverings, elements for false ceiling
- construction industry (panels for external facades, partitions, structures, heating panels, 
sliding doors.
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Certifications.
INNOVAX has obtained various certifications regarding both the characteristics of the panels 
that their use in warm/humid that the reaction to the fire.
- Surface materials with low flamespread characteristics (rail furniture)
- Surface materials and floor coverings with low flamespread characteristics (naval  furniture)
- Exposure to heat, cold and humidity (box sauna/spa)
The same polyurethanic glue that we use in the production of the panels is MED certified.

Finishing.
Our  company, thanks to the internal 5 axes numeric control pantograph lines and thanks to 
the great experience od our staff, is able to supply to customers finished items, assembled and 
packed ready to be used. These characteristics allow us to satisfy completely our customer in 
order to grant the best results in terms of reciprocal cooperation.


